Fionn Stevenson

BPE through RIBA
Professional
Requirements

The architectural challenge
No educational or
professional mandatory
requirement for architects to
apply evidence-based
feedback from building
occupancy to the design
stage….

What’s new?
The RIBA Sustainable Outcomes
Guide (2020):
•
•
•
•

Addresses Climate Challenge
Firm targets to be achieved
Guide to sustainability
assessment tools
POE included

But it is only guidance…

POE in RIBA Sustainable Outcomes Guide

RIBA themes and values for first and second degrees in architecture
(part1+2) - Applies 1 September 2021 – first version in discussion
Courses in architecture offered in both the first and second cycles of
learning (i.e. RIBA part 1 and RIBA part 2) will be validated by the
RIBA when outputs reflect the following themes and values:
1 design pedagogies and architectural expression: critically
evaluating authentic aesthetic, compositional, and spatial principles
to synthesise sustainable integrated studio projects
2 histories, theories, and methodologies: critically analysing and
researching narratives and cultural values in architecture to
understand and extend architectural pedagogy
3 structures, construction, and materials: embedding climate literacy
and responsible specification in design to enhance health and
wellbeing, minimise embodied carbon, and reduce demands on
energy and water
4 ethical, moral, and professional practice: developing capability in
business management and business skills, professionalism, and
communication to ensure projects are delivered with integrity and
accountability
5 health, life, and fire safety in the regulatory context: acquiring
authoritative knowledge of statutory frameworks to safeguard the
community and end user

Health issues in homes
5.4 million have asthma

RIBA themes and values for first and second degrees in
architecture (part1+2) - ACAN proposed alterations November 2020
1.

2.

3.

4.

design pedagogies and architectural expression: critically evaluating
authentic aesthetic, compositional, and spatial principles to synthesise
socially, ecologically and environmentally sustainable integrated studio
projects
histories, theories, and methodologies: critically analysing and
researching narratives and cultural values in architecture and the wider
built environment to understand and extend architectural pedagogy
within sustainable principles.
structures, construction, and materials: demonstrating climate literacy
and responsible specification in design to enhance health and
wellbeing, minimise embodied carbon, consider ethical sourcing, waste
and pollution, and reduce demands on energy and water
ethical, moral, and professional practice: developing capability in
business management and business skills, professionalism, and
communication to ensure projects are delivered with integrity and
accountability within global, national and professional climate targets

5. health, life, and fire safety in the regulatory context: demonstrating
authoritative knowledge of statutory frameworks to safeguard the
community and end user

Part 1 graduates -

are expected to have demonstrated knowledge and
understanding of all the subject material in examination/sand/or coursework, as well
as in design project work, and

• understanding of a complex body of knowledge, some of it at the current
boundaries of the discipline
• ability to apply analytical techniques and problem-solving skills to many types of
architectural questions
• ability to evaluate evidence, arguments and assumptions, to reach sound
judgements and to communicate them effectively
NOTHING LINKING STANDARDS TO KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITY

Part 2 graduates - are expected to be able to have demonstrated the

application of relevant subject material in design project work, and

• undertake study at, or informed by, the forefront of the academic and professional
discipline
• show originality in the application of knowledge, and understand how the
boundaries of knowledge are advanced through research
• deal with complex issues both systematically and creatively, showing originality in
tackling and solving problems
• develop the qualities needed for employment in circumstances requiring sound
judgement, personal responsibility, and initiative in complex and unpredictable
professional environments
AGAIN, NOTHING LINKING STANDARDS TO KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITY

Part 3 candidates - are expected to be able to produce evidence of

their knowledge and understanding of the following subject material, as applied
in practice.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

architecture for social purpose
health, safety, and wellbeing
business, clients, and services
legal, regulatory, and statutory compliance
procurement and contracts
sustainable architecture
inclusive environments
places, planning, and communities
building conservation and heritage
design, construction, and technology

NOTHING ON POE OR BPE….YET….

Health issues in homes
5.4 million have asthma

ACAN New graduate attributes for inclusive feedback
ability to generate design proposals which demonstrate compliance with current
relevant statutory standards and meet the RIBA ‘Sustainable Outcomes Guide’ targets
including zero carbon design standards.
ability to carry out operational and embodied carbon assessment, and post occupancy
evaluation (POE) assessment methods.
demonstrate an understanding of architect’s responsibility and agency in the built
environment through project work with articulated ethical values and an ability to
work collaboratively on an interdisciplinary basis with other disciplines.

Next steps
RIBA revised ‘Themes and Values’ going for approval via Standards Committee
(includes the words ‘evidenced-based feedback’ for first time)
ARB is producing its own Climate Literacy Requirements as part of its Strategic
Statement: Climate Change and Sustainability – may clash with RIBA criteria as it
may demand POE/BPE competencies
Cross-industry Action Group: Education has produced it’s own ‘Climate
Framework Structure’ – to be launched on 10th December
(includes ‘Designing for Performance, Feedback and Closing the (Performance)
Gap’ as a Thread)

Thank
you.

